
                                                                                                                                                                        
 
 
Position Name:   Inspector – Incoming Inspection Engines, CKD claims & Rejection 
Department:    Quality 
Grade:    Officer 
Vacancy:    1 
Qualification:    Bachelor of Engineering 
Experience:    02 years of experience 
Location:    Aurangabad 
Reporting to:    Section Head – Engine Quality 
 
Position Requirement: 
 

 Knowledge of Engine manufacturing process, packing concepts (overseas) 
 Knowledge of various types of defects 

 
Purpose of Position: 
 

 Inspection of quality of engine parts on incoming to ensure OK parts for assembly. 

 Prepare proper Q-Problem report for defects observed for CKD claims. 
 Timely decision of hold / rejection of non-confirming parts 

 Prepare corrective actions, precautions and ensure realization from concerned. 
 
Tasks: 
 
1. Verifies the quality of the Engine parts just after unloading in Hall A. 
2. Analysis of the failures observed during incoming inspection or online rejection inspection. 

Whether the failure is due to wrong packing prescription or wrong packing or mishandling or some 

other reason. 

3. Decides the culprit for rejection / hold parts and approves the tag based on the analysis of 

defective parts. 

4. Evaluates if the claimed part is to be rejected or to be hold for repair (with support from process 

Engineering) 

5. Prepares Q-Problem report required for successful claiming of the part and get corrective actions 

based on analysis to get corrective actions from concerned. 

6. Keeps records of the defects on engine parts to evaluate the failures over period of time and for 

repetition. 

7. Verifies and sort the major defective parts based on the failures observed on the assembly line. 

8. Maintain the record of defective part as per non-conformity parts handling procedure, rules and 

guidelines. 

9. Preparation of daily, weekly report and monthly (Graphical charts) to monitor defectiveness %age 

and take necessary action. 

10. Verifies the hold parts after repair and confirm the part quality (OK or NOK). 

11. Maintain and follow that the quality process are in line with QMS and EMS requirement. 


